
Shutter Speed
(for DSLR’s & Phones)

The Fast and the Slooooooow



The 
Exposure Triangle
Shutter Speed is another part of 

the Exposure Triangle.

Changing the shutter speed 

affects how much light enters the 

camera.

It also has an important creative 

effect controlling how motion is 

shown in an image.



What is Shutter Speed?
Also known as Exposure Time, 

it is the length of time a camera 

shutter is open to allow light onto 

the camera sensor. 

○ If the shutter speed is fast, it 

can freeze motion. 

○ If the shutter speed is slow, it 

can create motion blur.

FAST

SLOW



The inner 
workings of an 
SLR camera.

You can stop 
video at 4:29 
(unless you 

want to learn 
about how 
mechanical 

shutters effect 
video)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CmjeCchGRQo


If you click the           button on top 
of the camera, the exposure settings 
will appear on the screen 

This is your Shutter Speed



Frozen Motion





Frozen Motion

Frozen motion is created 

using very fast shutter 

speeds.



FAST SHUTTER SPEEDS
● Faster shutter speeds mean 

LESS LIGHT entering camera

● Daylight and Bright lighting 

work best

○ Images will appear dark or even 

black if the shutter speed is too 

fast for your lighting situation

● No tripod required



FAST SHUTTER SPEEDS
● Continuous or Burst Modes can help 

capture multiple shots by holding 

down the shutter release button

● Timing is very important to capture the apex of motion

● Fast Shutter Speeds will be about 1/125th of a second and up

https://youtu.be/aZPiuNjaeRg?t=1m22s
https://youtu.be/aZPiuNjaeRg?t=1m23s


Motion Blur





Motion Blur
Motion blur is created using slow shutter speeds



SLOW SHUTTER SPEEDS

● Slow shutter speeds mean MORE LIGHT entering camera

● Nighttime and Dim lighting work best for motion blur

● Tripod required for 

clear backgrounds

○ You could also place camera 

on a steady surface

● Moving Objects = Blur

● Still Objects = Clear 



SLOW SHUTTER SPEEDS
● Slow Shutter Speeds are 1/30th second and 

slower

○ Some cameras list the shutter speed              as a 

whole number

○ EX: 125 = 1/125th of a second

● A number with ” = full seconds

○ EX: 30” = 30 full seconds

● Bulb - The shutter will stay open             as 

long as you hold the shutter release button

○ Only works on full Manual Mode (M)



Let’s Test It Out!



Round 1:
Fast Shutter Speed



Round 1: 
Fast Shutter Speed
● Find objects around the classroom, your house, or 

neighborhood that are moving fast and consistently.

○ EX: A fan, Water dripping from a faucet, a Dog’s tail 

wagging, cars driving by, etc.

○ If you have a person to photograph, you could have them 

jump, flip their hair, wave arms, blow bubbles, etc.

○ More ideas here

● Work in a bright space (outside or strong lighting)

● Take at least 3 photos of your subject and adjust your 

shutter speed until you are able to freeze the motion 

(no blur)

 Specific directions for your camera type on the next 3 slides

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4YBVYr_CCA&list=PLgd50c1Innd4bckYlY97zxtqF4Oh3rxnG&index=6


dSLR & Class Cameras
● Set your camera to Shutter Priority (S)

● Use dial on camera to adjust shutter speed

Round 1: Take 3+ pictures of your scene

● Start with 1/100 and increase shutter speed 

until your image has no blur

● Take at least 1 photo at your max shutter 

speed (usually 1/4000)

● Try using burst mode to capture multiple 

photos consecutively 

SHUTTER PRIORITY MODE

https://youtu.be/m9WeczwoZVA


Point & Shoot Cameras
Some cameras have Shutter Priority Mode and you 

can use them just like the dSLRs on the previous 

slide. 

If there is no Shutter Priority mode, there are 

several auto modes that use shutter speed.

Round 1: Take 3+ pictures of your scene

● Child & Sports Modes both work for fast 

shutter speeds



Smartphone Cameras
Most phones shoot at a high speed in bright lighting, but 

they don’t use an actual shutter

● iPhones: Shoot in Burst Mode or Slo-Mo

○ Burst Mode: Hold down button to trigger burst mode

○ Slo-Mo: Record video, then screenshot best frame

● Samsung: Pro Mode lets you control Shutter Speed

○ Many other models also have Pro or Manual modes

● If you don’t have a pro mode, see last slide for camera 

app recommendations

Round 1: Take 3+ pictures of your scene

● Play with changing your lighting, burst mode, and 

and increasing your shutter speed if you can

https://www.loom.com/share/87a0f86214924981a9e1640807e4f664


Turn in Photos
Upload your EDITED images to 

the “Frozen Motion Assignment” 

on Canvas.

3 different photos on a collage 

showing 3 different things moving 

that are frozen in time. 

Make sure you edit your pictures, so 

the colors are popping and it doesn’t 

look like it’s straight out of the 

camera.



Round 2:
Slow Shutter Speed



Round 2:
Slow Shutter Speed

● Find objects around the classroom, your house, or 

neighborhood that are moving fast and consistently.

○ EX: A fan, Water dripping from a faucet, a Dog’s tail wagging, 

cars driving by, etc.

○ If you have a person to photograph, you could have them 

jump, flip their hair, wave arms, blow bubbles, etc.

○ More ideas here

● Work in a lighting situation of your choice

● Take at least 3 photos of your subject and adjust your 

shutter speed to create motion blur.

● Make sure your camera is on a tripod or steady surface

 Specific directions for your camera type on the next 3 slides

https://youtu.be/6cMrN9hGv5w


dSLR & Class Cameras
● Set your camera to Shutter Priority (S)

● Use dial on camera to adjust shutter speed

● Use Manual Focus 

● Setup camera on tripod or steady surface

Round 2: Take 3+ pictures of your scene

● Start with 1/30 and decrease shutter speed until 

you get an interesting motion blur

● Take at least 1 photo at 10” or slower

SHUTTER PRIORITY MODE



Point & Shoot Cameras
Some cameras have Shutter Priority Mode and you 

can use them just like the dSLRs on the previous 

slide. 

If there is no Shutter Priority mode, there are several 

auto modes that use shutter speed.

Round 2: Take 3+ pictures of your scene

● Use a tripod or set camera on steady surface



Smartphone Cameras
● Best Option: Download “Slow Shutter Fast Cam” App 

○ See this video and this video on how to use

● iPhone: Slow Shutter & Live Mode Demo

○ Swipe up on photo and select Long Exposure

○ Newer iPhones have shutter speed option in low light

● Samsung: Pro Mode lets you control Shutter Speed

○ Many other models also have Pro or Manual modes

● Use DIY phone stand or set on steady surface to reduce 

camera shake

Round 2: Take 3+ pictures of your scene

● Play with changing your lighting and exposure time to 

capture motion blur

https://www.loom.com/share/b246438e79554e1dbda615b20568b19d
https://www.loom.com/share/a61ed8427e0b4fe19f7d49afc19e89eb
https://www.loom.com/share/b57b9a7605e9432ca3e56e656bcc03a1
https://youtu.be/TTtJovKtujo?t=27s


Turn in Photos
Upload your EDITED images to 

the “Motion Blur Assignment” on 

Canvas.

● 3 best photos showing 

Motion Blur (Slow shutter speed)

● Make sure to edit your photos 

for exposure and color



Shutter Speed FAQ



Why are my photos 
black?

If you are shooting a fast shutter 

speed, less light is getting into the 

camera and may underexpose your 

photos (make them darker)

Try:

● Taking your lens cap off

(just kidding…...sort of...)

● Lowering your shutter speed

● Adding light to your scene

● Raising the ISO

https://havecamerawilltravel.com/photographer/nikon-d3400-auto-iso/


Why are my photos 
white?

If you are shooting a slow shutter 

speed, more light is getting into the 

camera and may overexpose your 

photos (make them lighter)

Try:

● Increasing your shutter speed

● Reducing light in your scene

● Lowering the ISO

https://havecamerawilltravel.com/photographer/nikon-d3400-auto-iso/


Why is everything 
blurry?

If you are shooting a slow shutter 

speed, all movement will be shown in 

your photos including camera shake.

Try:

● Checking that your lens is 

focused (manual is best for this)

● Using a tripod or setting camera 

on a steady surface



Which apps should I 
download?
*  = Highly recommend

Camera Apps that let you control manual 

settings

Free

● *Adobe Lightroom (Fast Shutter)

● *Slow Shutter Fast Cam (Slow Shutter)

● Manual Camera Lite

● Camera F-V5 Lite

● Open Camera

● ProCam

Paid

● Pro Camera by Moment ($5.99)

● Manual Camera: DSLR ($4.99)


